NOTES:
1. DETAIL TO BE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH SOPREMA GENERAL REQUIREMENTS, APPLICATION METHODS AND APPROVED DETAILS.
2. CONCRETE SUBSTRATE MUST BE PRIMED PRIOR TO THE INSTALLATION OF NEW MATERIALS.
3. COLPHENE 3000 (SELF-ADHERED MEMBRANE) SHALL BE INSTALLED PER SOPREMA TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS AND APPROVED DETAILS.

SOPRADRAIN ECO VENT OR SOPREMA APPROVED ALTERNATE

COLPHENE 180
SANDED PROTECTION COURSE OR SOPREMA APPROVED ALTERNATE

SOPRA-FLASH UN
6" MIN.

6" MIN. (15cm)

SOPREMA MASTIC

COLPHENE H
(125 mils)
TOP COAT

SOPRA-FLASH R

18" MIN. (46cm)

COLPHENE H
(90 mils)
BASE COAT

COLPHENE 3000
(SELF-ADHERED)

SOPRADRAIN ECO VENT OR SOPREMA APPROVED ALTERNATE

COLD/CONSTRUCTION JOINT
(MIN. 3" ADHESION ON BOTH SIDES OF JOINT)

APPROVED PRIMER